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X Factor's Lucy Spraggan shows off her new boobs and says she 'can't wait for the sex clubs to open' after Covid chaos
11/01/2021 15:50 by admin

The X Factor's Lucy Spraggan has proudly shown off her new boobs exclusively to The Sun - cheekily admitting that she
is desperate to visit a lesbian sex club now she's confident in her body.
 
 The 29-year-old star shot to fame on the 2012 series of the ITV reality show, and has undergone a huge image
transformation since then.

 
 Lucy has proudly shown off her new boobs, exclusive to The Sun
 
 
 The singer, who used to be a size 14-16 and weighed 12 stone three, has now slimmed down to a trim size 6-8 and
weighs just over 9 stone.
 
 Lucy is proud of her huge weight loss over the years, which came after she cut down on beer, bread, and biscuits - as
well as alcohol.
 
 She also took up boxing to maintain her toned physique, but was disappointed when her boobs shrunk from a 36/38C to
a 32A as she shed the pounds.
 
 Lucy underwent a boob job at the end of November to rectify the issue, and couldn't be happier with her new look as
she stripped topless for The Sun.
 
 
 
 The star underwent a boob job after losing her bust when she lost weight
 
 
 
 She has lost three stone over the years
 
 
 Showing off the plastic surgeon's handywork, Lucy explained: "My boobs started shrinking as soon as I started losing
weight.
 
 "I was single from July 2019 so I'd started reentering the single world and I became a little bit more aware of what I
looked like.
 
 "In the beginning it was like: 'I've got a six pack, look at me!' Then it's likeâ€¦ 'look at the state of my tits because of the
six pack'. Itâ€™s my reality and it's honest."
 
 And sharing her decision to go public about the surgery, the star continued: "If I'd just appeared with some tits out of
nowhere, you might not have really noticed if I'd not got them out but if other people have lost a considerable amount of
weight, they might think: 'Why are Lucy Spragganâ€™s tits fine when mine arenâ€™t?' If you lose a lot of weight, the
reality is youâ€™re going to have loose skin and that's not something I was aware of."
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 Lucy wanted to be open about her surgery
 
 
 
 She was disappointed when her boobs turned into 'loose skin'
 
 
 Lucy's new bod has understandably left her feeling more confident than ever, with the beauty admitting she considers
herself an "exhibitionist" as she planned to attend a lesbian sex party before Covid hit.
 
 She said: "Before, I never saw my body as a sexual vessel. I know that's quite a Shakespearean way of describing it
but, in my eyes, I was never sexy.
 
 "I just feel more of an exhibitionist now, like I would do anything. I'm not afraid of being naked anywhere now!
 
 "I'm waiting for all the sex clubs to open so I can go! I signed up for a sex party then Covid happened! A lesbian one.
 
 
 
 Lucy planned to attend a lesbian sex party before Covid hit
 
 
 
 She split from wife Georgina in 2019
 
 
 "This vaccine needs to hurry up so I can go to a sex club."
 
 However, she did tease that she has now found a new romance after splitting from her wife Georgina Gordon in the
summer of 2019.
 
 Discussing the lucky lady, Lucy confessed that originally they'd planned for a "no strings" relationship, but things
became more serious than they intended.
 
 
 
 Lucy first shot to fame on The X Factor
 
 
 The singer explained: "We met through a friend, she used to go out with my friend.
 
 "We met for the first time in 2014 and she came to one of my parties. I hadn't seen her for that many years and my
friend said to her: 'Lucy is single and she's sober and she just wants to find somebody to have sex with, no stringsâ€™.
 
 "My friend sent me a text, saying: 'My friend wants to smash youâ€™. She's sober too so it works really well.
 
 "I was really not willing to get into a relationship or feel seriously about someone and then I was like 'f**k's sake!â€™ It
took me by surprise."
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 - The Sun 
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